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1 .O INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Committee in relation to the petition 
received from residents in the Balmalloch area of Kilsyth alleging that a 
neighbouring resident was not occupying their Local Authority tenancy. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

A petition was received from 19 residents in the Balmalloch area of Kilsyth 
alleging that a neighbouring resident was not living at her tenancy address and 
that she only visited the property on rare occasions. The petitioners further alleged 
that the tenant resided with her partner at another address in the town of Kilsyth 
and that the partner’s children had taken up occupation at the tenancy in 
Balmalloch and were causing anti-social activity. 

3.0 CONS I DE RAT I0 N S 

In terms of the investigation process, the local Area Office interviewed the tenant 
and presented the allegations detailed in the petition. The tenant denied all of the 
allegations. The Area Office has conducted several house inspections to 
determine whether there was evidence of the tenant and/or others being resident 
there. The findings of the house inspections were inconclusive. The Area Office 
has visited the 19 named residents on the petition and recorded witness 
statements in relation to the allegations of non-occupation from 18 of the 
neighbours. 1 named petitioner was not happy to proceed with a witness 
statement, although confirmed verbally that the tenant was not resident. Of the 19 
named petitioners, 13 have confirmed that other persons had been resident within 
the tenancy in question and further advised that they witnessed anti-social 



5.0 

behaviour by these residents. Enquiries to the Anti-Social Task Force revealed 
that they had received 11 complaints of anti-social behaviour but on most of these 
occasions the call out was cancelled within 15 minutes of original complaint as 
loud music had stopped. 

All of the interviewed neighbours confirmed that since the beginning of September 
these other named residents had moved out of the property and that there had 
been no further concerns in relation to anti-social behaviour. 

Since the commencement of the local Area Office investigations into the 
allegations contained in this petition the tenant of the house has sought legal 
advice with regard to her concerns in relation to the investigations being 
undertaken. A response has been issued to the tenant’s lawyer outlining the basis 
for our enquiries. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Committee is requested to note the content of this report and note that it is the 
intention of Local Area Office to refer the casefile to the Head of Legal Services 
with a view, if appropriate, to commencing court action for recovery of the tenancy 
on the basis of non-occupation of the Tenant’s principal home. 

6.0 BACKGROUND REPORTS 

6.1 Background reports held within the Housing & Property Services Department. 
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